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PREFACE. 

EXAMPLE I. 
(See the Plate facing this page.) 

JLeT fig. 1. (marked A B) represent the end of a piece of timber or stone, so unequal- tided as 18 inches broad and but 6 inches thick. Now to find the true square of t'his piece, Keay directs yon to add together the two sides, viz. 18 and 6, which makes 24 inches; and if you take half of that number, viz. 12, says he, you have the true square: whereas by these new tables, and in fact, it is not quite f0£ inches. 
DEMONSTRATION. Let fig. 2. represent a square of 12 inches each side, then divide fig. 1. (by the strong- est dotted line) into two equal parts, and take that part marked B, and place it in fig. 2, then take the other .part marked A, and place it in fig. 2. likewise; and whetithisis done, there will plainly appear to be wanting all the dotted part C, which is no less than one-fourth of the whole square; and consequently the buyer, if he relies upon the advice of the judicious Mr. Keay, certainly pays for one-fourth more timber than in reality he has, or ought to pay for. But this mistake of 5s. in the pound, you shall see, is only one of Mr. Keay’s peccadillos. 
EXAMPLE II. 

(See the Plate facing this page.) Let fig. 1. (marked D E) represenMhe end of a piece of limber, so unequal-sided as 18 inches broad and but 2 inches thick. Now if you rely upon Keay, and add together the two sides 18 and 2, it makes 20 inches. Half of which, says he, is the true side of the square, viz. 10 inches: whereas by my tables, and in truth, the true side of the square is but 6 inches. 
DEMONSTRATION. Let fig. 2. represent a square of 10 inches each side then divide fig. I. (by the strqug- 



PREFACE. 
est dotted line) and take that part marked D, and place it in fig. 2; then take the       |. and place it in f 
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PREFACE. v biuiself to determine in tbe business o( Meitm and Tijum, before he is well assured of his own abilities for such an under- taking, and is resolved to make some con- science of what he publishes. If a due regard had always been paid to this con- sideration, we should never have met with any formal pretender, presuming to teach others those things which it is evident he did not understand himself. I should scorn to make these observa- tions at all for the sake of disparaging the performances of others, or to build myself a reputation on their ruin ; but I think myself obliged to acquaint the public with the plain truth of things, without favour or allection; and I am satisfied, if tbit conduct were often practised, both the time and expense of gaining useful know- ledge would be much shortened ; and who- ever endeavours to promote that, let the returns he meets with be what they may, he certainly lays tbe public under the greatest obligations. By this time, it is to be presumed, no man can doubt the public to be in want of a new set of tables for measuring all sorts of timber, stones, boards, Ac. and these 1 here present them with, by giving the contents in feet, inches, and 12th. parts of an inch, which is the most natural method, and best adapted to ordinary capa- cities (for whose sake these tables wfere principally iqtende^). I say the method of these tables, (since it comes near enough the truth, end can be at sight conceived,) is much preferable to the 10,000 parts of a foot, made use of by Darling; or the more unintelligible 432 parts of a.quarter of a foot, made use of by Keay. The table of Superficial or Flat Measure is new, and is extended to 24 inches the breadth, (which is double the breadth of Keay’s,) and is calculated to the exactness of a quarter of an inch ; which renders it very useful to glaziers and others who measure flat work to the greatest exact- ness, which Keay’s table of fiat measure does not, by reason he has omitted the quarters. Sensible of the consequences the mis- takes in printing must occasion in works of (his nature, I have been careful in ex- amining each number throughout the book, so that I have reason to believe they are all exact, and, therefore, both the buyer 



vi PREFACE. 
and seller may depend upon meeting with mutual justice from these tables; which, it is plain, from what has been said above, they are not to expect from Keay’s, where 



THE 
EXPLANATION AND USE 

Of the Four following 
TABLES 

FOR FINDING 
The value, per foot cube, 

of Timber, Stone, fyc. cut 
to any size or scantling. 
(Beginning page ISO and ending page 141.) 

THOUGH these tables are six in num- ber, yet being all of the game nature, and only differing in price, if I explain and show the use of one, the other five will he understood of course. And whoever understands the use of the table of unequal- sided timber, on page 2, can need very little instruction to understand these, which are much of the same nature. « I At the beginning of the table at Is. (Id. per foot cube (page 130), betwixt 2 paral- lel lines, stands 2 inches square, which is the thickness of the lesser side of the piece you would find the value of, and under the said parallel lines are three rows of figures. In that column to (he left-hand, divided from the other two by a black line, is the breadth, or larger side ot the piece to be valued. II. The second and third rows of figures (which stand opposite the breadths, or larger sides, in the first column) show the value of one foot in length in pence and the eighth part of a penny, in the tables at l». (Id. 2* and 2s. tid.; but in the tables from 3«. to 4s. the value is given in pence and farthings. 
EXAMPLE I. What is the value of one foot in length of a piece of timber, stone, Ac. whose size or scantling is 6 inches by 0 inches, at md per foot cube. 
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Untqual-stded Timber 
EXAMPLE VI. Let there be a piece of timber so unequal- sided as 17^ inches broad, and but 85 in. ches thick, by the above rule call it 3| by 17, the square side of which, by (he table, is 7f inches; take it likewise the con- trary way, and call it by 17^, and the square side, by the table, is 7^ inches; and therefore, in this case, the truth will be the mean betwixt 7J and 7^, which is 7^, and that is the exact square side of a piece of timber 17^ inches by 3^. For where the sides are so very different one to the other, you should look for it both ways, and take the mean betwixt the extremes. 

Note. —Though it is seldom or never likely to hap- pen in practice, yet 1 will suppose you have occasion to find the square side of a piece of timber or stone, too large for the extent of this table. 
EXAMPLE VII. You have a piece of timber (50 inches (or S feet) thick, and 9(5 inches.(or 8 feetj broad, and want to know the square side of it :—Take half (he thickness (of (50) which is 30, and half the breadth (of 9(3) which is 48. Look in the table fur 30, betwixt the parallel lines, keeping yoar eye down the left-hand column, till you come to 48, and opposite that is 38 inches, which is one half of the square side of the piece, and that doubled makes 7(5, and is the square side of the piece required. 

Tide Example VI. in Solid Measure, 
page xii. 



THE 
EXPLANATION AND USE 

of the following 
T*AB1LE 

SOLID MEASURE. 
(Beginning page 24, and ending page 128.) 

I. THIS table begins' with 2 inches, the side of the square, and by the addition of a quarter of an inch, enlarges itself to the extent of 54 inches (or a yard and a half), the side of the square. II. Every page of this table consists of two distinct parts, divided from each other by a double line ; and at the top of each of the said parts is set down the side of the square, or one-fourth of ihe girt, or circumference, of the piece of timber, stone, or other solid, intended to be measured. III. The first' column to the left-hand shows the several lengths, in feet, from one quarter of a foot to 4.i feet, and of such a piece of timber, whose side of the square (or I of the girt) is set down at the top. IV. The three rows of figures in the second column, marked at the top with Ft. In. Pa. is the solid content in feet, inches, and 12th. parts of an inch, answer- ing to every foot in length, in the left-hand column. 

To measure Square Timber. 
1. With a two-foot, or any other rule, measure the length of the piece in feet, and set it down in your menoranduni hook. 2. Then with your rule, if yonr timber be equal-sided, take the side of the square in inches and quarters, if there be any, and set that down likewise. But note, that if your timber, or stone, be unequal- sided, i. e. if it be broader one way than the other, in this ease you must first reduce it to a square by 



tJse of the Table of 

3. Having set down the length in feet, and the side of the eiiuare in inches and 

your eye dow you find the length of your piece in feet, and the three rows of figures, which stand opposite the length in feet, is the solid con- tent in feet, inches, and 12th parts of an inch. 
EXAMPLE I. You have a piece of timber 10 feet long, and the side of the square is 7 inches— what is the solid content of it? At the top of the table of Solid Measure find 7 inches, the side of the square, and keep your eye down the left-hand column till you come to 10 feet, the length of your piece, and opposite which you will find 3 : 4 : 10 (viz. 3 feet, 4 inches, and 10 twelfth-parts,) being the solid content of the piece required. 
EXAMPLE IT. The length of a piece of timber is 19 feet, and the side of the square is I4£ in- 

Having found 141, the side of the square, look for 19 feet in the left-hand column, and opposite it stands 28 feet, 8 inches, and 5 twelfth-parts, which is the solid content ' a piece 19 feet long and I4£ inches 
EXAMPLE III. The length of a piece of timber is 40 et, the side of it one way is 4 inches and 



22 feet long is  352 0 0 i a foot long is  8.0 0 
The content required 300 0 0 

Though it is seldom (or never) likely to happen in practice, yet we will suppose 



U»e of the Table of 

EXAMPLE. Let the length of a piece of round tim- ber be 45 feet, and the girt 44 inches, one- 



xiv Use of the Table of 
fourth of which is 11 inches—1 demand how much timber this piece contains? At the top of the table of Solid Measure find 11 inches, the side of the square, (which is equal to one-fourth of the girt), and in the left-hand column, opposite -15 (the length of the piece in feet) stands 37 : 9 : 9, that is 37 feet, 9 inches, and 9 twelfth parts (or $) of an inch, which is the solid quan- tity of timber the tree contains. 

To measure Tapering Timber. 
Tapering timber is timber that is smaller at one end than the other, as figure 3, and consequently it will not carry the same square from end to end throughout the whole piece; when you have found what square the tree will carry throughout, by taking one-fourth of the girt, (as you were taught on page xiii) you must proceed exactly ns in the case of round timber To find what square a tree will carry throughout, the shape or figure of the tree should be very carefully observed, and if the sides of the tree are straight from end to end, as figure 3, then it may be girt, »nd the square taken in the middle, from the butt end and top, as is the common practice amongst workmen ; or you on- serve this 

RULE. Take one-fourth of the girt at each of the ends, add them together, and take half of the sum for the side of the square, which the tree will carry throughout, as you will find exemplified in example III. page xi. t'ofp. - If the tree does not taper gradually, but is unequally thick, then you may girt it oftener; always rememliering to divide the sum total of the several fourth parts of the girt, by the number of times the piece was girded, and it gives the side of the square the tree will carry throughout. If you have any odd parts of a foot in the length of a tree, yon are to proceed as directed in the case of square timber having odd parte in the length. See 
EXAMPLE I. Let the circumference of a tree, or piece of round timber, (found by girding it) be 36 inches, one quarter of which is 8 inches, the side of the square, and let the length of the piece be 40 feet—what quan- tity of timber is in this piece? Find 9 inches, the side of the square, and opposite 40 feet stands 22 feet, 6 in- 



Solid Measure. xv 
ches, which is the quantity of timber con- tained in a piece that is 40 feet long and 36 inches round. 

EXAMPLE II. Let the girt of a piece of timber be 75 inches, one quarter thereof is inches, the side of the square, and the length of the piece 45 feet—how much solid timber doth this piece contain ? Find 16$ inches, the side of the square, and opposite 45 feet, the length of the piece, stands the solid content, viz. 109 feet, 10 inches, and 4 twelfth parts of an inch. 
EXAMPLE III. Suppose that at the largest end of a tree one-fourth of the girt (or side of the square) 

inches, and the length of the tree iS feet— 

The side of the st end is  The side of the s 

table of Solid Measure for 40 inches, and in the left-hand column for 25 feet (the length), opposite which stands 277 feet, 9 inches, and 4 twelfth parts of an inch, 
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Of measuring Timber that is standing. 

the nml(lle° I i. e. ns far which it ru 



Solid Measure. xvii 
find (lien you proceed to find (he contents as already taught. I bare known a steward who, at his fir.-t entering into business, was so exact as to take an account of every single tim- ber tree, as well as others likely to become timber, in all the woods within his master’s several manors; and he effectually did this to the greatest advantage, by having a book ruled with proper columns in the following order: I. To insert the fourth part of the girt of each tree, in inches. II. The length of each tree, in feet. III. The number of solid feet in each 

IV. The value per foot that each tree is worth, according to its dimensions and goodness. V. The value of the body of eacbjree, in proportion to the aforesaid price. VI. The value of the head of each tree. VII. The value of the bark of each oak tree, which generally holds to be about * third part of the value of the body and head. VIII. A column for the value of the body, head, and bark, added together. A book upon this plan can never fail of giving great satisfaction to a master, who has then something to depend upon when- ever his necessities, or his inclination, may call for a certain sum of money. How- ever, after a sale, the book must be altered, and such trees struck out of it as are felled. When an account is taken of the several timber trees, in the (manner I have men- tioned,) they should be numbered with iron stamps made on purpose ; but before the stamp is applied the rough part of the bark should be taken off with a hatchet, that the impression may be made easy and visible; and to make it more lasting the stamp should not go deeper than the bark, (otherwise the number will soon grow up) when it may last several years by renew- ing, which is a very desirable circum- stance. The foregoing examples, with what has already been said, are sufficient to make the business of measuring both square and round timber, stone, &c. easy to common capacities. However, (for practice sake) I shall suppose the learner has to measure ten trees, or pieces of timber 
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'ome curious Observations concerning measuring Timber by several dimen- sions. communicated by one of his 
Majesty's Purveyors. 

Oj measuring fig. 5, (facing page iii) by one dimension, and also by three dimensions, fyc. 



Jtx Curious Observations. 
SO feet, 4 inches, and 6 twelfth parts, let us now try what this piece A E will pro- duce when measured by one dimension., we then having a length only of 16 feet, from A to E, (instead of 24 feet, from A to G, as before,) and that one-fourth of the girt in the middle at C is 17 inches. Now if you look in the table of Solid Measure for 17 inches, the side of the square at C, and 16 feet, the length, you will tind this piece A E to contain 32 feet, 1 inch, and 4 twelfth parts of limber, notwithstanding 8 feet at the top, from E to G, is cut oif and not taken the least notice of; whereas when this top was left on, the whole, from A to G, measured but 30 feet, 4 inches, and 6 twelfth parts, so that by cutting off and rejecting 8 feet at the top, we gam near 2 feet of timber. A'e/e.—The content of this niece A E, we had not loom to specify in the plate facing page iii. 

The whole Length by three dimension*. 
Now let us consider fig. 5 intended to represent a piece of timber that is 24 fee* long, the girt at the butt-end A 8 feet, one- fourth of which is 24 inches, the girt at the top G 12 inches, one-fourth of which is 3 inches, and (us the sides are supposed to be nearly straight) the girt in the mid- dle at D 34 inches, one-fourth of which is' I3§ inches. Look in the table of Solid Measure for 13) inches, the side of th< square, and 24 feet the length, and you will find the contents of the piece to be 30 feet, 4 inches, and 6 twelfth parts, when measured by one dimension. ■ Haying thus found the content of A G by one dimension to be 30 feet, 4 inches, and 0 twelfth parts, let us now proceed to see what it will produce when it is cut into three equal lengths, and measured by three dimensions, as described in fig. 3. viz. First—The piece A C, whose length is 8 feet, the girt at the butt-end A 8 feet, one-fourth of which is 24 inches, the girt at the top C 5 feet, 8 inches, one-fourth of which is 17 inches, and the girt in the middle at B 6 feet, 10 inches, one-fourth of which is 20) inches. Look in the table of Solid Measure for 20) inches, the side of the square, and 8 feet the length, and you will find the content of the piece A C to be 23 feet, 4 inches, 2 twelfth parts, 



Curious Observations. xxl 
which is only; 7 feet less than the whole A G (24 feet) when measured together ; so that by cutting off 16 feet at the top from C to G, which is no less than two- thirds of the whole length, you do not lose quite 7 solid feet of timber. Secondly—The piece C E, whose length is also 8 feet, the girt at the butt-end C 5 feet, 8 inches, one-fourth of which is 17 inches, the girt at the top E 40 inches, one-fourth of which is 10 inches, and the girt in the middle at D 4 feet, 6 inches, one-fourth of which is 134 inches. Look in the table of Solid Measure for 134 in* ches, the side of the square, and 8 feet the length, when you will find the content of the piece C E to be 10 feet, 1 inch, and 6 twelfth parts. Thirdly—The piece E G, whose length is likewise 8 feet, the girt at the butt-end E 40 inches, one-fourth of which is 10 in- ches, the girt at the top G 12 inches, one- fourth of which is 3 inches, and the girt in the middle at F 20 inches, one'-fourth of which is 64 inches. Look in the table of Solid Measure for 64 inches, the side of the square, and 8 feet the le'ngth, when you will find the content of the piece E G to \>e 2 feet, 4 inches, and 2 twelfth parts. Having thus measured the whole from A to G by three dimensions, let us proceed. 

Of measuring part of fig. 5, viz. from C to G, by one dimension, also by two dimensions. 
By one dimension. ^ Now let us suppose 8 feet to be cut oil at the butt-end, vi/,. from A to C, and pro- ceed to measure the remainder C G. Look in the table of Solid Measure for 10 inches, the side of *he square at E, and 16 feet the length, ana you will find the whole con- tains 11 feet, 1 inch, and 4 twelfth parts. 

Let ns now suppose it cut in two in the middle at E, and measure each part by itsplf. For the first C E you must look in the table of Solid Measure for 134 in- ches, the side of the square at P, and 8 feet (he length, and you will find C F. to contain 10 feet, 1 inch, and 6 twelfth parts. Let us now measure the piece E G and 



xxii Curious Observations. 
by looking in the table of Solid Measure for 64 inches, the side of the square at F, and 8 feet the length, you will find E G to contain 2 feet, 4 inches, and 2 twelfth parts; so that the whole of C G measures one solid foot and a half more when it is measured at twice than it did when it was measured at one dimension. 

Some useful Observations drawn from 
the foregoing methods of measuring 
fig- 5. 
This piece of timber (fig. 5.) and the above manner of measuring it, if well con- sidered, show the imprudence of those sellers who (thinking it may be an advan- tage to them) leave the pieces with their long taper tops on to a great length, whereby the girt comes to be taken in a much smaller part of the tree than it ought, or would have been if the top had been cut off. And it may likewise serve to show the advantage there is of buying in such a piece of timber (24 feet long) mea- sured by one dimension, and'of selling it out again by three dimensions, after it is cut into three pieces, or lengths, of 8 feet 
And here it may be farther worth ob- serving, that though in tig. 5 the sides of the tree are supposed to be nearly straight from the butt to the top, viz. from A to G, yet this very rarely happens to be the case; for, on the contrary, most trees hold an equal thickness (or near if) many feet up- warj^irom the butt,and consequently mea- sure much more than when they taper or diminfvn gradually from the butt to near the top, as tig. 5 is here supposed to do. 

• Look in the plate facing page iii, 1 -i ...... tyjirsee that tig. 5, measured f to SS) solid C dimension., .... which, at 12d. t measured by per ii 
1« ,i.„re than SO) solid feet, i I 10 * which, at )2d. per foot, comes to S So that this piece of timber, fig, s, though it is nought in and sold out at the same price per foot, and by the very same method of measuring, yet here is hs. 6d. gained by cutting it into three lengths 

Fo- want of &oin fig. 5 is not drawn by the 



xxiii 
The Table of Solid Measure applied 

to the Freighting of Ships, fyc. 
I The table of Solid Measure (beginning tage 23 and ending page 128) and which particularly explained on page x, &c. having been made use of for many years past by several judicious merchants, for the expeditious ascertaining the value of ,_the carriage of goods which pay freight *>y the solid foot ; and the table being as well adapted for the freighting of ships i as for the valuing of timber, I have, to "this new edition, added the following di- rections for the benefit of those who would /apply it to the freighting of ships, and they are such as I think ought to prevail; but so long as some measurers will be for taking the dimensions, and valuing their amount nearer than others, theie will always be room for disputes. See fig. 0 in the plate facing page iii. No/e.—It is usual to make an abatenu nt of one- fifth upon the admeasurement of the package of coarse goods. 

To find how many solid feet ('in order to ascertain the freightJ are con- tained in any case, bale, cask, S(c. 
i. e. how many solid feet they will take up in a ship. 
Observe that goods paying freight by the solid oot are commonly packed up ip 1. Cases, chests, or trunks ; 2. Bales, trusses, or bundles ; 3. Casks, vats or fats ; and their contents are all found by one and the same method, viz. taking the length and girling them, thus— 1. With a rule measure the length of the package, and write it down in feet and inches in your memorandum book ; having done this, then you are to reduce the package to a 'square, which is imme- diately done thus, 2. With a line, or packthread, girt the package, then double the line together twice, and you have one-fourth of the girt (for (he side of the square), which measure upon your ruie, and write it down in inches and quarters of an inch Having thus reduced the package to a square, thei., 



xx iv Of Freighting Ships. 
3. Look at the top of the table of solid ' measure for the side of the square (which is equal to one-fourth of the girt,) and keep your eye down the left-hand column lib you find the length of the package in feet opposite which stands the number of solid feet, inches, and twelfth parts it contains; but these twelfth parts and the inches arc usually rejected unless they amount tO| hair a foot. 

EXAMPLE I. Let the length of a case, chest, or trunk, be 3(5 inches (which is equal to 3 feet,) and | the girt 90 inches (£ of which is 24 inches), I demand how many solid feet such a case, Arc. contains? At thq top of the table find 24 inches, the side, (equal to ^ of the girt of 96 inches), then keep your eye down the left-hand column, and opposite 3 feet, the length, (which is equal to 36 inches), yon have 12 feet, and so many solid feet you are to pay freight for at the price agreed upon. ifo/e.^-When you'cannot find the length of the package at once, you are to take it out at twice, as Hi the following example:— 
EXAMPLE II. Let the length of a case, <Sc. be 54 in- ches (which is equal to 4j feet), and the girt 152 inches (j of which is 38 inches) I demand how many solid feet the case contains ? At the top of the table find 38 inches, the side, (equal to $ of the girt of 152 in- ches), then keep your eye down the left- hand column, and opposite 4 feet, the length, is 40 : 1 : 4, which write down, and at the bottom of the table opposite ^ a foot, the length, is 5:0:2, add these together and they will make 45 feet, 1 inch, and 6 twelfth parts, which is the number of solid feet you are to pay freight for at the price agreed upon. Ante.—When you have any inches in the length less than ), j, or | of a foot, you are to proceed as in the followipg example:— 

EXAMPLE III. Let the length of a case, <Stc. be 62 in- ches (which is equal to 5 feet 2 inches), and the girt 122 inches (1 of which is 30£ inches), I demand how many solid feet the 
C'At The top of the table find 30 j inches, the side of the square, (equal to i of the girt of 123 inches', then keep your eye 



Of Freighting Ships. xxv 
down (he left-hand column, p. i. p. and opposite 5 feet stands  32 3 7 which write down. Then for 0 10 4 the 2 inches—I consider that 2   inches is two-thirds of l quar- 33 111 ter of a foot, and at the bottom of the table I find, opposite $ of a foot, 1 foot, 7 inches, 4 twelfth parts, and 6 seconds (but the twelfth parts and seconds may be rejected). Now two-thirds of a foot is 8 inches, and one-third of 7 inches is 2 inches and one- _third, which must be wrote down also; “and by adding them together yon will find they make 33 feet, 1 inch, and 11 twelfth parts, being the number of solid feet you are to pay freight for at the price agreed 

Note.—When cases taper, and are smaller at one end than the other, to reduce them to a square you must girt them in the middle from each end. Or you may find 1 of the girt at each end, add them to- gether, take half of it for the side of the square, and — k as in the foregoing example. 

Of Bales, Trusses, Sjc. 
The solid feet in any bale, truss, or bun- dle, are found by taking their lengths, and reducing them to a square by girting them, as in the three foregoing examples, pro- vided they are as large at one end as the other. But in case they should taper, and be smaller at one end than the other, they are to be girt in the middle from each end, and taking j of the girt for the side of the square, proceed to find the solid feet as already taught for cases, and as following for casks. 

Of Casks, Fats or Vats. 
The solid feet in any cask, or fat, are found by taking their length, and reducing them to a square by girting them as cases, bales, drc provided they are straight-sided ; but if they are smaller at the ends than in the middle, then you must girt them at the midway between the middle and end of the staves, and take $ of the girt of the side for the square. Or you may find % of the girt in the middle, and also at the end, add them together, take half of it for the side of the square, and proceed as in the foregoing examples of cases, chests, and trunks. 



XXVI of Freighting Ships. 
In taking (be length of a bulging cask with a line, without some care you may take it too long. For though a straight- sided cask and a bulging cask, when standing on their end, may be of the same height, yet if the length is taken with a line when they are lying, the bulging cask will be apt to measure longer than the straight-sided one, which should be guard- ed against. And where the hoops rise higher than the middle or bulging part of the cask, the girt ought to be taken over . the widest hoop, as it is usual for the ship's measurer to endeavour, on all occasions, to obtain the largest girt. It is said some girt the casks in the middle, and abate one-fifth for their ta- pering. In taking the length and girt of cases chests, trunks, &c. when they are strength- ened or secured with battens, or where there is any thing that hinders other square goods from lying close by them, that which so hinders them is to be measured in and paid for as if the length and girt had been every where as large as in those particular places, by reason it occasions so much loss in the stowage of the ship. One of our greatest coppersmiths for making large stills, coppers, boilers, <frc. for exportation, informs me that it is usual to ascertain the freight of them by taking the greatest external diameter, even to the outside of the nails, (if a larger externa! diameter cannot be obtained elsewhere), and then to pay freight as if the still, cop- per, <fcc. were a straight-sided square. [Se*the plate facing page iii. fig. 6.] And when this is the case you pay for the white corners, or spaces, &c. of the square, which the still, copper. Ac. never occupies any part of. This seems severe, as several things may be stowed in those white cor- ners, or spaces, Ac. He also says, .the exporter has the liberty of filling the stills, coppers, Jtc. with com, or what else he pleases. v 



EXPLANATION AND USE 
of the following 

TABLE 

Square of Unequal-sided 
Timber, Stone, fyc. 

(Beginning page 2, and ending page 22.) 

BEFORE I proceed to explain and show the use of the Table of Solid Measure, it is necessary that I should explain and show the use of the Table of the Square of Unequal-sided Timber, whereby any piece of timber, that is found being broader one way than the other, we may find the side of the square equal thereto. I. At the beginning of this table, betwixt two parallel lines, stand two inches square, which two inches is the thickness or lesser side, of the end of a piece of timber that you would find the square of; and under the said parallel lines are two columns of figures: in that column to the left-hand, divided from the other by a black line, is the breadth or larger side of the piece to be measured. II. The second column shows the square of the piece in inches and quarters of an inch, answering to every inch and haf inch of breadth in the left-hand column. 

To find the Square of Unequal - sided 
Timber. 

EXAMPLE I. Suppose you have a piece of timber or stone, the end of which is 3 inches thick, and 7 inches broad, and want to know the square side of it:— 



xxvlil Use of the Table of Look in Ihe table for 3 inches, the thick- ness (or lesser side), betwixt the parallel lines, keeping your eye down the left-hand column till you come to t, and opposite that, in the second column, you will find inches, which is the square side of a piece of timber or stone, equal to 3 inches thick and 7 inches broad. 

What is the value of 1 foot in length of a piece of timber, stone, &c. whose size or scantling is inches by inches, at 18d per foot cube ? In the table at Is (id. look for inches square in the parallel lines, keeping your eye down the left-hand column until you come to inches, and opposite it stands 7 : 5, which signifies Id. and 5 half far- things, the value sought. 

Note.—By observing the following directions these 

EXAMPLE II. 

j. d. the value will be found to be 
d. 



Table of Scantlings. 
i i i 
i z z 

HI! 
HI! 
5 la i 

liU 

II: 
I - ** <5 ^ ,3c'i i'r 



*xx Use of the Table of Scantlings. 
If you should ever want to find the value of one foot in length of a piece of timber, stone, (fee. whose size or scantling is larger than the extent of these tables, this is the 

RULE. Consider at what price per foot cube you would value it by, then seek in that table for the value of one foot of timber or stone, whose scantlings are each of them but equal to half the given scantlings, and four times that price is the value sought. (See Example VI. page xii. 
EXAMPLE III. What is the value of one foot in length of a piece of timber or stone, <fcc. whose scantling is 14 inches by 20, at ISd. per foot cube ? Here you are first to consider, that half the given scantling is 7 by 10; then in Ihe table at 18d. per foot cube, you are to look betwixt the parellel lines for 7 inches square, keeping your eye down the left- hand column till you come to 10 inches, opposite which stands 8 : 6, signifying 8^rf. and four times 83<f. is 2s. lid. which is Ihe value of one fool in length, whose scantling is 14 inches by 20, at the rale of I8d. per foot cube. 

By the ta- ble at 
2 0 3 the value will f 3 I0| 2 6 > be found to < 4 10 3 0) be (5 10 

A’ote.—When yon are about to value timber, ■tone, &c. per foot cube, you are carefully to consi- der that by reason of the length of carriage, the price of workmen’s wages, &e. they are rendered much dearer in some places than they are in others, and therefore they must he valued at a price accordingly. 



THE 
EXPLANATION AND USE 

Of the following 
TABLE 

Superficial or Flat 
Measure. 

(Beginning page 144 and ending page 190.) 

1st. THIS table begins with 1 inch broad, and by the addition of a quarter of an inch, extends itself to 24 inches the breadth. 2ndly. Each page of this table is divided into two distinct parts, and each part con- sists of two colnnins. Srdly. The first part of (he narrow co- lumn to the left-hand shows the several lengths in feet, from 1 to 24; the se- cond part the inches, from 1 to 11; and the third part, the quarters of an inch. 4thty. The three or four rows of figures fn the larger columns, on the right-hand, marked at the top ft. in. pa. and lower ft. in. pa. s. and t. are the several con- tents in square feet, inches, twelfth parts of an inch, seconds, and thirds, answering to every foot, inch, and quarter of an inch in the length, in the left-hand column. 
The Use of the Tablt 

EXAMPLE I. If a board is 5 inches broad and 9 feet long, I desire to know how many square feet are contained therein? Look at the top of the table for 5 inches, the breadth, and then keep your eye down the left-hand column, till yon come to 9 feet, the length, and opposite that stands 3:9:0, which signifies 3 feet 9 inches, the content required. 
EXAMPLE II. There is a plank 17 feet 9 inches long, and 21J inches broad—I demand how many square feet are contained in that plank? 



xxxii Use of the Table of Flat Measure. 

O^r-Pee the 



THE USE OF THE 
i & <? , 

& 
TABLE 

Superficial or Flat 
Measure, 

When applied to 
Glaziers’ Work of all Kinds. 

(Beginning page 144 and ending page 190.) 

EXAMPLE I. TN a window of leaded glass which has three lights in it, each light being i feet long and 15j| inches broad, I desire to know how many feet there are of glazing? First, add the length of the three lights together, which makes 9 feet, then look in the table for 15^ inches, the breadth, and opposite 9 feet, the length, you will find II : 5 : 3, which is II feet, 5 inches, and 3 twelfth parts, the content of the three lights required. EXAMPLE II. In four windows of leaded glass, each window having two lights, and each light being 3 feel 6f inches long and 17$ inches broad, I demand how many feet there are of glazing ? First, the length of all the eight lights must be added together, which make 28 feet 6 inches, then look in the table for 17$ inches, (he breadth. But since the table does not extend to 28 feet, the length, you must take the answer out at thrice, viz. p. i. p. s. 20 feet long, and 17$ inches ? 29 7 0 0 the breadth, is S 8 feet long, and 17$ inchest n 10 99 the breadth, is S 6 inches long, and 17$ inches > ^ 8 10 6 the breadth, is S 
42 I 10 6 The content required 



xxxiv Use of the Table for 
So that four windows, each having two lights, and each light being 3 feet 0| in- ches long and 17* inches wide, contain 42 feet, 1 inch, 10 twelfth parts, and 0 seconds 

SSrSH™,? To measure Sash-squares this Table is 

of the 12 

EXAMPLE IV. 

20s^r.:ii:n:h:::n?18 7 ° 
1Vreadt0hn'Sisand ll|inC!,eS!n^ 9 9 8 

.... 29 4 0 

inches in height are to be conceived so many feet in length, as will more plainly appear by re-considering the foregoing 



Measuring Glaztcrr n'urie, Ifc. xxxv 
Example III. where the 12 squares were each of them 10 inches high, and conse- quently, when added together, make 10 feet in length; so that by this method of conceiving the inches in height to be feet, the trouble and time in adding the 12 to- gether is hereby saved, and the question more easily answered. Again, when a window hath 18 squares in it, if yon conceive the height in incites to be feet, and take the content as given by the table, and the half of that content, these added together will be the quantity; and this method will be very serviceable (if rightly understood), fftr by this means you will rarely exceed the extent of the table, (few squares being more than 24 inches high, the bounds of the table in feet,) as for instance:— In Example IV. where the height of each square was 20 inches, and IIJ inches broad, look in the table for 11| inches, and opposite 20 feet long (i. e. inches high) is 19 feet 7 inches, half of which is 9 feet inches, and these being added together make 29 feet 4^ inches, which was the content ns given before on page xxxiv. Many more examples might be added to illustrate this rule, but a little application and practice will make it very easy and familiar. 

A Table of English Measures and 
Quantities, relating to Building and 
Land. 

AN inch is one-twelfth of a foot. A palm is 3 inches. A hand is 4 inches. A span is 9 inches, or a quarter of a yard, or half a cubit. A foot is 12 inches, or 3 hands. A square foot is 144 square inches. A cubical foot is 1728 cubical inches. A cubit is 4 hands and a half, or 1 foot and a half. A yard is 30 inches, or 2 cubits. 4 square yard is 9 square feel. A cubical yard is 27 cubical feet. An ell is 1 yard and a quarter, or 45 inches. A geometrical space is 5 feet. A fathom is 0 feet, or 2 yards, A square is 100 square feet 



sxxvi A Table of Measures. 
A .statute pole, perch, or rod is i6 feet and a half. A chain is 4 statute poles or perches, or 22 yards. A fen, or woodland, pole or perch is 18 feet. A forest pole or perch is 21 feet. A furlong is 40 poles or perches, or 220 yards. A mile is 8 furlongs, or 1760 yards. A square statute pole or perch is 272| square feet. A square woodland pole or perch is 234 square feet. A rood is 40 square poles or perches. An acre is 4 square roods, or 160 perches. A load of rough timber is 40 feet. A load of squared timber is 30 feet. A load of 1 inch plank is 600 square feet. A load of 1^ inch plank is 400 square feet. A load of 2 inch plank is 300 square feet. A load of 2§ inch plank is 240 square feet. A load of 3 inch plank is 200 square feet. A load of 3$ inch plank is 170 square feet. A load of 4 inch plank is 150 square feet. A load of statute bricks is 500. A load of plain tiles is 1000. A load of lime i^ 32 bushels. A load of sand is 36 bushels. A hundred of lime is 35 bushels. A hundred of deals is 120. A hundred of nails is 120. A thousand of nails is 1200. A ton of iron is 2240 pounds weight. A fodder of lead is IDJ hundred, or 2184 pounds. A hundred of lead is 112 pounds weight. A table of glass is 5 feet, and 45 tables is a case ; but of Newcastle and Norman- dy glass 25 tables make a case. A bundle of 4 feet oak-heart laths is 120. and 37§ bundles is a load. A bundle of 5 feet oak-heart laths is 100 and 30 bundles is a load. Note.—Fir or deal laths are of divers lengths, as 3, 4, h, and 6 feet, but all of them are reduced to the standard length of 5 feet, and so every run of bundles (each bundle containing too laths) is a load, being equal to 30 buniUes of h feet laths. 



OBSERVATIONS 
CONCERNING 

Timber sawed into Boards 
or Planks: 

AND ALSO 
Concerning Sawyers’ Work, and the usual Method of Measuring; with some account of the London Prices of Sawyers’ Work. 



xxxviii Of Measuring 
The figures on (he foregoing page are intended to represent two different shaped boards or planks, each 6 feet long, 10 in- ches broad at the butt, and 8 inche? broad at the top ; the dotted lines show how they each differ from the boards or planks that are straight-sided. Fig. 1 you see measures 5 inches in th? middle, which look for in the table, aad at 6 feet, the length, you find it contains 54 feet 6 inches, according to the customary way of measuring. Fig. 2 measures 12 inches in the middle, which look for in the table, and at 0 feet, the length, you find it contains 6 feet, according to the customary way of mea- suring. So it is evident, that of two boards or planks, of the same length and of the same breadth at the butt and top, accord- ing as the middle runs, one shall contain 3 superficial feet and a half more or less than the other. 

: 

b'ig \ by two dimensions. Let us now suppose fig. I to be cut in the middle, and to be measured by two dimensions; the middle of the bottom part measures inches, which look for in the table, and at 3 feet, the length, you find it contains l foot 1$ inches ; the middle of ihe top part is 4 inches, which look for in the tqbie, and at 3 feet, the length, you find it contains I foot, and these added together make the whole to be 2 feet 7^ inches—so t-hat there is only 1 superficial inch and a half gained or lost by measuring fig 1 by one or two dimensions. Fig. 2 by two dimensions. Let us now measure fig. 2 by two di- mensions; the middle of the bottom part measures 7 inches, which look for in the table, and at 3 feel, the length, you will : find it contains 1 foot 9 inches; the middle of the top part is 7£ inches-, J ^which, by the table, at 3 feet, the length, is 1 foot I0§ inches, and these added toge- iher (instead of making 6 feet as before) siake the whole to contain no more than J 3 feet 75 inches, which is 2 feet inches less than it measured when measured by 1 one dimension. And if we suppose fig. 2 to be a fine walnut-tree, 2 inch plank, at 12d. per fool, ! if measured by one dimension it comes to i Css. but if it be measured by two dimen- sions ii comes fat the same price) to no Ip more than 3s. T^d. which is 2s. 4{d. loss. 



Boards or Planks. XXXIX 
The fjllouiing cut. Fig. 3, is intended 

to represent the end of a straight 
piece of round timber, 12 inches 
diameter at each end, and 6 feet long. 

I A A shows what is commonly Called !|j Sawyers’ Measure, for which, in London, I if it be oak, there is usually paid 3.v. per 100 feet superficial measure. D D shows what is commonly called Market Measure (which is the truest), for which, hi London, if it be oak, there is usually paid i».6d. per 100 feet superficial measure. 
The first column in the followin'? table shows the diameter, the second the super- ficial content, and the third what is lost per each cut or board, if you pay for them all per Sawyers’ Measure. 



Of Measuring, (fc. 



A NEW 
TABLE 

for finding, at sight. 
THE SQUARE 

OF IJNEQUAIs-SIDKD 
TIMBER, STONE, &c. 

Kean? cast up: 
Whereby the true Square of any Piece of Timber, Stone, &c. being broader one way than the other, may be found, from '4 to 54 inches the broadest side ; and therefore, by addition only, may serve to any greater breadth, if there should ever be occasigia 

See thie Table explained on page vii, Ac. 



2 The Square of 



Unequal Sided Timber. 3 



The Square of 



Unequal Sided Timber. 5 

ISi , Hi - ' H§ Hf Hi 15 Hi 154 I5§ 

i'2 is Hi 124 

12 5 i* 124 13 124 134 H 144 15 15.4 16 134 
ill 

H is 13| 144 14 - Hi 144 Hi 

"4 ; 
si I 

is 144 144 Hi 15 154 154 





Unequal Sided Timber. 7 
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10 The Square of 
* ~43 
1 43i I 

3!§ 32 32| 33 33i S 34 \ 34^ J 3.5 J I 35§ \ 36 301 37 37§ 38 38 § 39 39J 40 40J. 41 4li 

304 * 30i ) 304 \\ 30| ! 

244 •'» 244 244 



Unequal Sided Timber. 11 

4S | 34 
24§ In. b 
25 «s24J 24§ - 

311 311 311 311 32 32l 321 321 321 33 33l 451 I 331 40 j 331 461 | 331 47 34 471 34 48 341 481 341 49 341 

2-'f 28l 28l 

30l 30 § 30! 3of 

421 

3ll 32 32l 32l 
32 f 431 33 44 33l 331 331 331 

20 U 251 261 20 27 261 271 
29 271 291 271 

311 281 32 281 321 ‘^1 





Unequal Sided Timber. 13 



14 The Square of 



Unequal Sided Timber. Id 



IS The Square of 

\ 40 5 40J $ 41 41§ 
42§ 43 5 434 | 44 5 444 S 45 454 I 40 5 464 \ 47 \ 474 48 | 484 

II 494 \\ 60 504 ; I 51 i! 614 {I 52 11 524 

324 «'* 324 324 32 j 33 334 3.i 33 j 34 34J 344 344 344 35 354 35| 35| 30 364 364_ 



Unequal Sided Timber. 17 
34 In. by 
34p.s 34i 

35§ is 35| 36 35i 36§ 35^ 37 3 i 37J 3,ii 38 3 | 38| 36| 39 37 39^ 37i 40 37j 40J 37| 41 41$ 42 
43 43$ 44 39$ 44$ 39$ 



■ The Square of 



Unequal Sided Timber. 19 

38 § is 38* 39 38+ 39§ 

53* , 45* I ^ l I 45* 5 

40 is 39* 40* | 40 *' 40* 
401 



The Square of 



Unequal Sided Timber. 21 
— 

$ ' ‘ 44 44* 45 451 46 40* 47 47* 48 48* 49 49* 50 50* 51 51* 52 52* 53 53* 

481 

45* U 45* 46 45* 46* “■ 47 47* 48 48* 

46* is 46* 47 , 46* 47* , 46* 48 ! 47 48* : 47* 49 i 47* 49* 47* 50 48 50* 48* 51 48* 51* 48* 



22 Of Unequal Sided Timber, fyc. 

47* is 47$ 48 
' 48* 48* 48f 49 49* 4'’* 49* 

48* is 48* - 48* 

49* is 49* 49* 

50 is 49* 50* — 

50 In. by 50* is 50* 51 50* 51* -■ 52 52* 53 53* 

52* is 52* 53 I 52* 53* 52J 



A NEW 
TABLE 

SOLID MEASURE, 
Reatjy ca# up: 

Whereby Ihe Solid Content, and conse- quently the Value, of any Piece or Quan- tity of Timber, Stone, <fcc. may be found, at sight, from 2 to 54 inches, the side of the Square, (or one-fourth of Ihe Girt) and from one Quarter of a Foot, to 45 Feet, the Length ; and therefore, by addition only, may serve to any greater breadth, if there should ever be occasion. 
See this Tabte ex/,tamed on page x, dfc. 



A New Table of 

0 10 0 10 0 10 0 11 0 II 0 11 
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Of Solid Measure. 

0 $ 10 0 9 4 0 9 10 0 10 5 0 10 II Oil 5 0 II II 1 0 G 1 1 0 

Side 2| In. j 

0 10 1 0 10 8 0 114 0 II li 
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Of Solid Measure. 27 

0 0 3 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 

0 10 0 0 118 1 0 10 





Of Solid Measure. 29 
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Of Solid Measure. 33 

5 6 10 5 10 5 6 (II 

8 10 3 0 a i 9 5 II 
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Of Solid Measure. 
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Of Solid Measure. 37 

19 0 9 19 6 9 20 0 10 20 6 10 21 0 10 21 0 10 22 Oil 22 6 11 
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Of Solid Measure. 

41 2 0 42 3 9 43 4 10 44 5 10 45 6 10 46 T 10 47 8 11 48 Oil 

i 0 6 6 0 j 1 0 9 9 0 

13 6 6 14 8 I 15 9 7 16 II 2 
20 3 10 21 5 4 22 6 I I 23 8 5 24 10 0 25 II 6 27 1 1 28 2 8 29 4 2 
32 8 10 33 10 4 34 II 11 
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Of Solid Measure. 

I, 23 24 

I, 3? >32 
34 , 43 0 4 33 44 3 6 3(i i 45 6 9 46 9 11 48 1 1 

U 

45 II 5 47 3 2 48 6 11 43 10 8 
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i o 9 4 a i o | 12 0 9 j I I 
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17 9 2 19 4 S 20 li li 
25 10 1 27 5 fi 29 0 10 
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24 9 6 26 10 4 28 II I 30 II 11 

51 7 II 53 8 8 5,5 9 6 57 10 3 59 II 1 6,1 11 10 04 0 8 66v 

. 2 3 
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Of Solid Measure. 

44 7 11 4a 9 5 48 10 1| 
54 8 4 50 10 7 59 0 10 61 3 | 
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Of Solid Measure. 61 

35 0 37 II 40 10 

70 0 0 72 II 6 75 10 6 78 9 6 

107 II 110 10 113 9 110 10 119 7 10 122 6 10 125 5 10 128 411 131 3 11 

11 I 14 1 17 I 20 II 1 23 II 0 20 10 11 29 10 9 32 (0 8 35 10 6 38 10 5 41 10 3 44 10 2 47 10 I 50 9 11 53 9 10 50 9 8 59 9 7 62 9 5 05 9 4 08 9 2 
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Of Solid Measure. 

60 11 10 64 !i 5 07 4 11 

I'll II 0 115 2 3 118 4 10 





Of Solid Measure. 
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Of Solid Measure. 
Sidr 23% Ik. 
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Of Solid Measure. 

112 10 8. 117 4 10 121 11 0 

42 • 189 7 10 
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il i 58 

$2 10 10 87 0 t 02 7 10 97 6 5 102 4 11 107 3 5 112 111 117 0 6 121 I) o 
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31 2 1 38 II 7 46 9 I 34 6 7 
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Of Solid Measure. 

165 3 0 173 0 11 181 10 | 176 I t 184 3 10 194 10 5 

243 2 3 251 6 10 250 11 6 268 4 2 
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Of Solid Measure. 

234 4 « 244 1 8 233 10 10 

301 3 II 371 I I 380 10 3 

98 II 108 10 J18 9 

247 4 10 257 3 7 207 2 4 

385 11 5 395 10 2 405 811 
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277 9 23S 10 300 0 
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106 A New Table 
| Side 43 In, 

04 2 5 T7 0 89 10 102 8 8 115 6 .9 128 4 10 2 II 154 1 0 100 II 1 
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llO 9 4 6 

Side 45£ l.v. $ 
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Side ^ In. 
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NEW 

Shewing the value of 
, STONE, 

Cut to any Size or Scantliko, 
At the several prices from Is. 6d. to 5s. 6d. 

per foot Cube. 
); And which, by addition or subtraction o only, will shew the value at any great- 9 er or less prices. 
[ N. B. In the tables at Is. 6d. 2s. and 2s. 6d. I) the value is given in pence and eighths o of a penny ; but in the tables at 3s. to i- 5s. tid. the value is given in pence and ill farthings. 
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Whereby the Superficial Content, and con- sequently the Value, of auy Quantity of Board, Glass, <fcc. may he found, at ' sight, from 1 inch to 24 inches the breadth, and from \ of an inch to 24 feet the length; and therefore, by ad- dition only, may serve to any greater breadth or length, if there should ever be occasion. 
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OF THE 

OF 
NAILS. 
   

As I know of no materials relating to building, in which so great abuses and im- positions constantly occur, as in the article of Nails, I shall be very particular in my directions concerning them, in hopes of preventing such practices for the future. Nails are of many sorts, and of several of those sorts there are great variety. 
N. B—The Wholesale Dealers in Nails hare found it necessary to distinguish them iuto General and Special. But first of what they under-tand by General Nails. 
Under the General sorts of Nails they comprebeud, I. Brads, 2. Hobbs, and 3. Nails. 1. Bbads; viz. Bill-Brads, Plain-Brads, and Gunner-Brads. 
2. Hobbs; viz. Clasp-Hobb8,Dye-Hobbs, Rose-Hobbs, Skidder-Hobbs, and Thick- Hobbs. 3. Naii.s; viz. Deck Nails, Flat-head Nails, Flat-point Nails, Draw Nails, Lead Nails, Rose-Nails, Scupper-Nails, Sharp- Nails, Middle-Nails, Square-Nails, Prigg- Nails, Spike-Nails, <fec. 
N. B.—The above, which are known by the names of General Nails, are sold by the thousand, and including them all, the prices are from 8rf. to 12s. per thousand, and the weight from 2|oz. to 401b. per thousand. 
Note—A thousand of Nails is 1200, there being 120 to the hundred. 

If you would upderstand how to buy Nails, of any of the above sorts, (for there are several sizes and prices of each sort) you must observe the following Table. 



bow much ought they to weigh? 
Look in the Table for is. 3d. the price, and against it is 51b. 4<>z. and so much a thousand of Rose-Nails (which cost 2s. 3d.) ought to weigh. 

EXAMPLE II. 
If a thousand of Rose-Nails cost 12s. 1 bow much ought they to weigh ? 
Look in the Table for ]2s. the price, and against it is 401b. and that is the weight of J a thousand of Rose-Nails, which cost 12s. M 

Having the Weight to find the Price. 
EXAMPLE I. 

What is the price or value of a thousand of Sharp-Nails that weigh 21b. 8oz ? Look in the Table for 21b. 8oz. the weight, and against it stands Is. 4%d. and | that is the price of a thousand of Sharp- Nails, which weigh 21b. 8o«. 
EXAMPLE II. 

What ought I to pay for a thousand of Sharp-Nails that weigh 361b. ? 
Look in the table for 361b. the weight, and against it stands I Is. and that is what I ought to pay for them. And so you may find either the weight | or value of any other of the General Sorts 1 of Nails; and the same method is to be ob- 3 served for finding the weight or value of any of the Special sorts of Nails. 
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THE TABLE 

Prices and Weight of the General 
sorts of Nails, viz. 1. Brads—viz. Bill-Brads, Plain-Brads, and Gunner-Brads. 2. Hobbs—viz. Clasp-Hobbs, Dye-Hobbs, Rose- Hobbs, Skidder-Hobbs, and Thick-Hobbs. 3. Nails —viz. Deck-Nails, Klat-head-Nails, Klat-point-Naits, Draw-Nails, Lead-Nails, Rose Nails, Scupper-Nails, Sharp-Nails, Middle-Nails, Square-Nails, Prig-Nails, Spike-Nails, and Weight Nails. 

\ Price Tier Should j p • snoma $ 
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i 0 Of 0 0i (I 0 lOj \ o lOf \ 0 II ' ‘ Oi 1 1 I li 
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THE TABLE 

Price and Weight of the Special 
sorts of Nails. 
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0 I0£ 0 14 1 2* 

I 15 I 15 1 15 
Cart Nails Are from 5 to 8 inches long, and are sold at 30s. per Cwt. 

Ribbing Nails Are from 5 to 10 inches long, and are sold at 27s. per Cwt. 
Timber Nails Are from 0 to Id inches long, and are sold at 30s. per Cwt. 

Joiners’ Rivets Are sold by the pound weight, viz. those of 1 inch at 4id.—1$ inches at —2 inches at 4d.—3 inches at 4d.—and 4 inches at 4d. 
fVood Screws. Of wood screws there are 31 sizes, which are sold from Is. dd. to 30s. per gross, viz. at is. 6d.—Is. 8d.— 2s.—2s. 3d.—2s. 6d.—2s.8d.—2s lOd. — 3s.—3s. 2d.—3s. 6d —3s. 9d.—4s. I.—4s. 6d—5s.—5s. 6d.—5s. »d. .—7s.—9s.—10s.-12s.—14s.— 4 15s.—18s.— 20s.—22s.—24s.—28s | f -and 36s. i 

O * 
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THE 

IPIBHOT© 

JOINERS’ TOOLS, 
&c. 

  
Augers. 

There are 12 sizes of Angers, which are j sold from I*, to 4s. a piece, viz. Those which are ^ inch a( Is | inch at Is. 2d. 4 >nch at is. 3d. § inch at is. Sd. j I inch at is. 6d. inch at Is Sd. inch at 2s. 1$ inch at 2s. 6d. I| inch at 2s. 8d. II inch at 3s. IJ inch at 3s. Od. and 2 inches at 4s. a piece. 
Hammers. 

There are several sorts of Hammers, ! bnt I shall only take notice of those known by the names of Claw-Hammers, Welded i Cheek-Hammers, and Lathing-Hammers. s There are several sorts of Claw-Ham- | mers, which are sold from 2s. 8d. to 8s. | per dozen, viz. At 2s. 8d. at 3s. 6d. at 4s. at 4s. 6d. at I 5s. 6d. at 7s. and at 8s. per dozen. There are four sorts of Welded Cheek- | Hammers, which are sold from lls. to 10s. fl 6d. per dozen, viz. At lls. at 12s. at 14s. and at 16s. Od.per | dozen. There are four sorts of Lathing-Ham- ,| mers, which are sold from 10s. to I5s. per fl dozen, viz. At 10s. at 124 at 14s. and at 15s. per fs 

Axes, Adzes, and Hatchets. | 
There are also three sorts of Axes, ■ which I shall take notice of, viz. Felling- fl Axes, House-Axes, and Lopping-Axes. I There are four sorts of Felling-Axes, 1 which are sold from Is. 5d. to 2s a piece, fl 
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No. i at Is Hd. No. 2 at Is. 6d. No. 3 at Is. lOrf and No 4 at 2s. a piece. There are also four sorts of House-Axes, which are sold from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6rf. a 
At 2s. (id. at 3s. at 3s. 3d. and at 3s. 6d. 
Likewise there are four sorts of Lopping- Axes, which are sold from 17s. to 24s. per dozen, viz. At 17s. at 18s. at 22s. and at 24s. per dozen. There are two sizes of Adzes, one at 20d. and the other at 2s. a piece. There are two sizes of Joiners’ Hatchets, the one is sold at 18s. anji the other at 20s, per dozen. 

Saws. 
There are several sorts of Saws, both of steel and iron, viz. Compass Steel Saws, prafting-Saws, Hand and Pannel Saws, Tenant-Saws, Two Hand Peg Tooth-Saws. Whip Steel-Saws, Rib Steel-Saws. Compass Steel-Saws are sold by the doz- 
Those of 12 inches at 8s. and those of I S inches at 10s. per dozen. Grafting-Saws are also sold by the doz- «n, viz. Those of 10 inches at 9s. 12 inches at 12s. 14 inches at 14s. 18 inches at I Us. and IS inches at 18s. per dozen. Hand and Pannel-Saws are likewise sold by the dozen, viz. Those of 20 inches are at 22s. 22 inches at 25s. 24 inches at 28s. and 20 inches at 30s. per dozen. Hand and Pannel-Saws (extraordinary) hardened plates, viz. Those of 22 inches are sold at 4s. 6d. 24 inches at 5s. and 28 inches at 5s. (id. a piece. Tenant-Saws, hardened plates (extraor- dinary) are sold at 55s. per dozen. Two Hand Peg Tooth and Whip Steel- Saws: of these there are 13 different sorts, which are sold from Gs. 6<f to 30s. a piece, 
Those of 3 feet at 8s. 6d. 3§ feet at 7s. 6d 4 feet at 9s. 4£ feet at 10s. 5 feet at lls. 54 feet at 13s. 6 feet at 15s. 6§ feet at 16s. 7 feet at 17s. 7J feet at 20s. 8 feet at 22s. SJ feet at 25s. and 9 feet at 30s. a 
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Rib Steel-Saws are sold singly, viz. Those of 5 feet at 8s. feet at 9s. and 6 feet at 10s. a piece. 

White's Saws. 
Hand Saws, whet and set, are sold singly, viz. Those of 22 inches at 6s. 24 inches at Os. 6d. and 26 inches at 7s. a piece. Pannel-Saws, made by White, whet and set, are sold at 6s. a piece. Tenant-Saws, made by White, whet and set, are sold at 7s. a piece. Whip-Saws, made by White, whet and set, with tillers, and set: of these there are seven sizes, which are sold as follows, viz. Those of 6 feet at 28*. 6§ feet at 32s. 7 feet at 34s. 7§ feet at 38s. 8 (feet at 42s. 8* feet at 44s. and 9 feet at 50s. 

Iron Saws. 
Iron Hand Saws are sold by the dozen, viz. Those of 17 inches at £s. 18 inches at 9s. 19 inches at 10s. 20 inches at 12s. 22 inches at 13s. and 24 inches at 16s. per dozen. Iron Two Hand, Peg Tooth, and Whip- Saws, are sold singly, viz. Those of 3 feet at 3s. 3£ feet at 3s. 6<f. 4 feet at 4s. 4§ feet at 4s. (id. 5 feet at 5s. 5£ feet at 5s. 6d. 6 feet at 6s. 6d. 6§ feet at 7s. and 7 feet at 7s. 6d. Hand Saw Screws are sold at 6s. per gross. Hand Saw Sets are sold at 2s. per dozen. But the very best are 3s. per dozen. Stone-Saws are sold at 35s. per hundred weight. 

Chizels. 
There are several sorts of Cbizels, viz, Firmers and Gouges, Mortice-Cbizels, Par- ing-Chizels, Broad-Chizels, Heading-Chiz- els, Scribing-Chizels, Turning-Chizels.and Socket-Gouges ; all which are sold by the dozen, viz. Firmers and Gouges shouldered, thos of an inch or under, at lOd. per dozen ; those from ]$ inch lo l§ inch, at 2s. per dozen; those from 1£ inch to 2 inches, at 2». 6d. per dozen. N. B.—Of these there are a longer sort which are 4s. per dozen. Mortice-Chizels at 4s. Od. per dozen. Paring-Chizels at 7s. per dozen. 
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N. B.—There are a better sort of Paring Cbizels which are Ss. per dozen. Broad-Chizels are 7s. per dozen. Heading-Chizels, those of £ inch, are 4s. per dozen. And those of | inch and inch are 6s. per 
Scribing-Cbizels are 5s. per dozen ; Turniug-Chizeis and Gouges are 5*. 6<f. per dozen. Socket-Gouges are 5s. per dozen. 

Compasses. 
Of these there are 7 sizes, which are sold from 20d. to 3s. 4d. per dozen, viz. At 20d. at 2s. at 2s. 3d. at 2s. 6d. at 2*. 9d. at 3s. at 3s. 4d. per dozen. Compasses with Steel Sweeps are of dif ferent sizes, and are sold singly, viz. Those of 12 inches at 2s 6d. 13 inches at 2s. 9d.- 14 inches at 3s. and 15 inches at 3s. 6d. per pair. 

Trowels. 
Of these there are the following sorts. 
Brick Trowels at 10s. per dozen. Setting Trowels at 9s. per dozen. Stopping Trowels at 8s. per dozen. Stone Trowels at 10s. per dozen. And Laying Trowels at 10s. per dozen. 
Jack, or Hand Screws 

(single.} 
Of these there are several sizes, which are sold by the pair, viz. Those of J inch at 16s. those of | inch at 25s. those of £ inch at 26s. those of an inch at 30s. those of 1| inch at 31s those of ij inch, IJ inch, and 1J inch, at 4s. a pair. 
Jack, or Hand Screws 

(double) 
Are sold by the pair, viz. those of 1 j inch at AOs. and those of l^ inch at 80s. 

Bolts. There are several sorts of Bolts, viz Balcony Bolts, Spring Bolts, Sash Bolts and Shutter Bolts. 
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Some Balcony Bolts are sold by the dozen, and some by the pair; there are ten sorts of those which are sold per dozen, viz. At 6«. at 7s. at 9s. at 12s. at 15s. at 18s. at 22s. at 24s. at 26s. and at 28s. per dozen. Balcony Bolts, sold by the pair, of these there are eight sorts, viz. At 3s. at 3s. 6d. at 4s. 6d. at 5s. at 5s. 8d. at.7s. at 9s. and at 12s per pair. Spring Bolts and Sash Bolts are sold by the dozen, and of these there are 15 sorts, 
At Is. 6d. at Is. lOd. at 2s. 3d. at 2s. 4d. at 2s. 9d. at 3s. 0d. at 4s. at 4s. 6d. at 5s. 6d. at 6s. (id. at 9s. at 12s. at 13s. at 15s. and at 18s per dozen. Shutter Bolts are sold per the dozen ; and of these there are five sorts, viz. At 10s. at 12s. at 14s. at 16s. and at 18s. per dozen. 

Latches. 
Of these there are several sorts, viz. Long Tinned Latches ; Varnished Latches; Spring and Tbpmb Latches, with Brass Knobs ; and Rimmed Latches. Long Tinned Latches are sold by the dozen, and of these there are 7 sorts, viz. At 2s. 3d. at 2s. 6d. at 3s. at 4s. at. 4s. 0d. at 0s. and at 7s. per dozen. Varnished Latches are sold by the dozen, and of these there are 5 sorts, viz. At 2s. 0d. at 3s. at 4s. at 0s. and at 8s. per dozen. Spring and Thumb Latches are sold by the dozen, and of these there are 9 sorts, 

T1 At 3s. Od. at 4s. at 4s. 0d. at 5s. 0d. at 7s. at 8s. at 9s. at 12s. and at 14s. per dozen. Latches with Brass Knobs are sold by the dozen, and of these there are 3 sorts, viz. At 14s. at 16s. and at 18s. per dozen. Rimmed Latches: of these there are sundry sorts, viz. Iron Cased, Brass Cased, and some Sliding Cased, and some not Cas- ed ; these are sold singly, and are from 1c. lOd. to 10s. a piece, viz. At Is. lOd. at 2s. 2d. at 2s. 4d. at 3s. at 3s. Od. at 4s. at 4s. Od. at 5s. Od. at 6s. 6d, at 8s. 6d. at 9s. at 10s. at 12s. at 13s. and at 16s. a piece. 
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Hinges. 

There being several sorts and many sizes of Hinges, the wholesale Smiths and Iron- mongers, to avoid, as much as possible, too great a multiplicity of prices, have con- trived to class and consider several sorts together, after such a manner, that the prices set down under each class or sort- ment are applicable to the whole. Black Hinges, Chest Hinges, Chest Hasps, Hooks and Hinges, Scuttle Hinges, Strap Hinges. The above sorts are sold by the dozen, as follows, viz. At 3s. 3d. at 4s. 3d. at 5s. 3d. at 6s. 3d. at Is. 6d. at 8s. 6d. and at 10s. 6d. per dozen. Cross Garnet Hinges with rising joints, are sold by the dozen ; and from 6s. 6d. to 15s. Gd. viz. at 6s. 6d. at 8s. 6d. at 10s. 6d. at 13s. 6d. and at 15s. 6d. per dozen. Cross Garnet and Scuttle Hinges that are weighty, are sold at 32s. 6d. per hundred weight. But if more than 25 pair to the hundred weight, then at 12d. per hundred more. Cross Garnet Hinges, with filed joints, are sold at 37s. 6d. per hundred weight. Hinges with hooks are sold at 30s. per hundred weight. N. B.—Sometimes they have Stay-Hooks, and then they are 2s per hundred more. Holdfasts and Wall-Hooks are sold at 33s. per hundred weight. Ditto for joiners are sold at 4|d. per pound. Hooks and Eyes, for gates, are sold at 3§t/. or 3|d. per pound. The cheaper sort of Hinges are Lanca- shire Hinges, Balcony Hinges, Chest Hin- ges, Dove Tailed Hinges, Cross Garnet Hinges, Shutter Hinges. Pew Hinges, Box Hinges, Side Hinges, and Bed Hinges. N. B.—These sorts are sold by the dozen, 
At Is. at Is. 2d. at Is 6rf. at 2s. 6d. at 3s. at 4s. at 5s. at 8s. at I Os. at 12s. at 14s. at 16s. at 18s. at 20s at. 24s. and at 30*. per dozen. Smooth filed Hinges, viz. Balcony Hinges, Box Hinges, Chest Hinges, Clock Case Hinges, Desk Hinges, Pew Hinges, Shutter Hinges, Side Hinges, and Tumblers. N. B.—These Hinges are sold by the dozen as follows' viz. 
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At It. 6d. at U. 8rf. at l«. 9d. at 2s. at 2s. 2d. at 2s. 6d. at 3f. at 3s. 3d. at 4«. at . 6d. at . 3d at Is. at 9«. at I Of at I If. at I4f. at I Of at 20f. at 22s. at 24f. at 26s. at 30j. at 36f. and at 42*. per dozen. Some smooth filed Hinges are sold hy the pair, and are from 4s. to 7*. viz. At 4*. at 5s. at 5s. 3d. at 6s. and at 7*. a pair. The best IL Hinges are sold by the pair, viz. Those of 6 inches at 9d. 7 inches at lOd 8 inches at 1*. 9 inches at 1*. 2d. 10 inches at Is. (id. I I inches at 2*. and 12 inches at 2*. 9d. a pair. N. B.—There are larger sizes, which are sold at lOd. per ponnd. IL Hinges, with rising joints, are sold by the pair, as follows, viz. Those of 7 inches at If. 2d. 8 inches at I*. Oil. 9 inches at 1*. 9d. 10 inches at 2*. 2d. 11 inches at 3*. and 12 inches at 4*. a pair. N. B.—There are larger sizes, which are sold at 10d. per pound. Pew Hinges are sold by the dozen, as 
Those of 6 inches at 9s. 7 inches at 13*. 8 inches at 17*. 9 inches at 21*. and 10 inches at 20*. per dozen. Shutter Hinges are sold by the dozen, viz. Tiros*of 0 inches at 7*. 7 inches at 10*. 8 inches at 12*. and 9 inches at 16*. per dozen. Side Hinges are sold by the dozen, as fol- lows, viz. 5 inches at 4s.6d. 0 inches aj 6*. 7 inches at 8*. 8 inches at 10*. 7) inches at 12*. and 10 inches at 13*. per dozen. The best Dove-tailed Hinges are sold*by 
Those of 3 inches at 3*. 3§ inches at 4*. 4 inches at 4*. 3d. 4£ inches at 5s. and 5 inches at 6*. a pair. 

Locks. 
The different sorts of Locks are almost innumerable, as it respects the making and contriving their wards and guards, &c. and a more particular account than what I sbail give of them, would, by the gene- rality of readers, 1 presume, be thought superfluous ; the Locks I shall exhibit the prices of, are, 
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1. Bastard Banbury Stock Locks. 2. Livery Stock Locks. 3. Plate Stock Locks. 4. Plate Closet Locks; ditto with screws: ditto with single springs; ditto with double springs. 5. Spring. Stock Locks, twice dead; Spring Stock Locks, twice dead in suite. 6. Iron Rimmed Locks, once dead ; twice dead and pull back with brass knobs; one bolt, two bolts, and three bolts, plain, and wards bound. 7. Brass Rimmed Locks; closet with spjndles : not cased, cased, and sliding case. 8. D Gate Locks, with two wards, three wards, steel wards, slit key, or letter key. 9. Hanging Locks; Pad Locks, Slit Keyed Locks, Bridged and Secret Pad- 
10. Cabinet Locks, Box Locks, Cup- board Locks, and Till Locks. 11. Cabinet Locks, Till Locks, Scrntoire Locks, Desk Locks, Book Case Locks, in it suite ; Five Locks and one key. 12. Inside Locks for chests, desks, tills, cupboards, and boxes, viz. ; X Keys, X Wards, XX Wards, XX and Bullet Wards, S Bitted, <fcc. 13. Outside Locks for boxes, chests, trnnks, and band boxes. 14. Very small X Ward, Cupboardjand Till Locks. ^ jC I shall begin with those wttcb the whole- sale dealeis price distinctly^ and it most be observed, (by such as vvnuld attain a true notion of these things,) that as it was in iSe case of some Hinges, so it is in the case of some Locks; the wholesa'e Iron- mongers and Smiths, to avoid as much as possible too great a multiplicity of prices, have contrived to class, or sort, several kinds of Locks together, so that the prices set down shall be applicable to all the sorts io each class. 
Bastard Banbury Stock Locks, are sold by the dozen, viz. At 6s. at 7s. at 6s. and at 9s. per dozen. Livery Stock Locks are sold from 6s. 6d. to 24s. per dozen, viz. At 6s. 6<f. at 8s. 6<f at 9s at I Is. at 14s, at 16s. at 20s at 22s. and at 24s. per dozen. Plate Stock Locks are sold from 8s. to 27s. per dozen, viz. At 8s. at 9s. at 11s. at 2s. at 14s. at 16s. I at 20s. at 22s. at 24s and at 27s. per 
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Plate Closet Locks : of these some are sold by the dozen ; some are sold singly, with screws; some are sold singly, with single springs; and some are sold singly, with double springs: those sold by the dozen are from 1 Is. to 20s. viz. At 11s. at 12s. at 14s. at 16s. and at 20s. per dozen. Those sold singly with screws, are from 16d. to 3s. Od. a piece, viz. At Is. 4d. at Is. 8d. at Is. iOd. at 2s. 2d. at 2s. 9d. and at 3s. 6d. a piece. Those sold singly with single springs, are sold from 6s. 6d. to 9s. a piece, viz. At 6s. 6d. at 7s. at Ss. and at 9s. a piece. Those sold singly, with double springs, are sold from 12s. to 16s. a piece, viz. At 12s. at 14s. and at 16s. a piece. Spring Stock Locks, twice dead, are sold from 2s. 2d. to 9s. 6d. a piece, viz. At 2s. 2d. at 2s. 4d. at 2s. lOd. at 3s. 6d. at 4s. 6d at 5s. 6d. at 7s. at 8s. and at 9s. 6'd. a piece. Spring Stock Locks twice dead, in suite, are from 1 Is. to 50s. viz. At I Is. at 14s. at 16s. at 20s. at 22s. at 24s. at 26s. at 33s. at 40s. and at 50s. a 

Iron Rimmed Locks are of sundry sorts. 
Once dead, twice dead and pull-backs, with brass knobs, one bolt, two bolts, aud three holts ; plain, and wards bound. Brass RimmeL Locks, Closet, with spin- dles, not cased, cased, and sliding cased. N.B.—The above Locks are of several prices, viz. from lid. to 32s. a piece, viz. At lid. at is. at Is. 2d at- is. 6d. at Is. 7d. at Is. lOd. at 2s. 2d. at 2s.4d. at 2s. 6d. at 2s. 9d. at 3s. at 3s lid. at 4s. at 4s. 3d. at 4s. 6d. at 4s. 9d. at 5s. 6d. at 6s. at 6s. Od, at 7s. 6d. at 8s. at 8s. Od. at 9s. at 9s. 6d. at 10s. at 12s. at 13s. at 16s. at 18s. at 21s. at 24s. at 26s. and at 32s. a piece. Besides tho*e Iron Rimmed Locks, and Brass Rimmed Locks, before mentioned, there are also 26 sorts which are sold in 
At’l4*. at 16s. at 19s. at 21s. at 24s. at 26s. at 28s. at 30s. at 33s. at 36s. at 38s. at 42s. at 48s. at 54s. at 60s. at 64*. at 68s. at ; 

70s. at 76s. at 84s. at 90s. at £i. at £5. 10s. at £6. at £l). 10s. and at £T. per suite. D Gate Locks, if two wards, three wards, steel wards, slit key, or letter key, are from 2s. 6d. to 14s. per dozen, viz. 
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At 2s. 6d. nt 2«. 9d. at 3s. at 3s. Ad. at is. 6d. at 4s. at 4s. 6d. at 5s. at Is. at 7s. 6d. at 8s. at 9s. at I Is. and at 14s. a dozen. Hanging Locks, Padlocks, and Slit-keyed Locks, are from 3s. 6d. to 16s. per dozen. 
At 3s. 6d at 4s at 4s. 6d. at 5s. Od. at 7s. nt 8s. at 9s. at I Os. 6d. at 12s. at 14s. and at 16s. per dozen. Bridged and Secret Padlocks ; some are from 9s. to 16s. per dozen, viz. At 9s. at I Is. at 14s. and at 16s. a dozen. Bridged and Secret Padlocks; some are sold singly, and those are from 20d. to 5s. 8d. a piece, viz. At Is. 8d. at Is. lOd. at 2s. 2d. at 2s. Od. at 2s. 9d. at 3s. 6d. at 4s. and at 5s. 6d. a piece Cabinet Locks, Box Locks, Cupboard Locks, Till Locks, (whether in suite or not,) are from 3s. fld to 16s. per dozen, 
At 3s. 6d. at 3s. 8d. nt 4s. at 4s. Od. at 5s. 6d. at 7s. at 8s. at 10s. at 1 Is. at 14s. and at 16s. per dozen. Cabinet Locks, Till Locks, Escrutoire Locks, in suite, five Locks and one key, 

e Desk Locks, and Book Case Locks, are from 2s. to 7s. a piece, viz. At 2s. at 2s. 6d. at 3s. at 3s. 6d. at 4j. at 5s. 6d. and nt 7s. a piece. N.B. —There are some of higher price, but. not of common use. Of Inside Locks for chests, desks, tills, cupboards, and boxes, tbe5e are sundry 
X Keys, X Wards, XX Wards, XX and Bullet Wards, S Bitted Spring, <fec. and these are sold from 3s. 2d. to 36s. per dozen, viz. At 3s. 2d. at 3s. 6d. at 4s. at 4s. 4d. at 4s. 6d. at 4s. Sd.ai 5s. 3d. at 5s. 6d. at 5s. 8d. at 7s. at 8s. at 9s. at I Is. at 12s at 14s. at 16s. at 20s. at 22s. at 26s. at 28s. and at 36s. a dozen. Inside Locks not sold in dozeris, but single, viz. At 2s. 2d. at 3s. at 3s. Od. at 4s. 6d. at 5s. at 5s. 6d. at 7s at 8s. and at I Is. a piece. Outside Box and Chest Locks, sold by the dozen, are from 3s 2d. to 19s. viz. At 3s. 2d. at 3s. 6d. at 4s. nt 4s. 6d. at is. (id. nt 7s. at 7s. 6d. at Ss. at 9s. 6d. at 11s. at 14s. nt 16s. and at 19s. per dozen. Outside Locks for Trunks and Band Boxes, are sold at 5s. 6d —Ditto plain dril- 
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led at 7*. X Wards at 8«. Raised at 14«., per dozen. „ *»i« Ditto small X Wards Cupboard and Till Locks, are sold per dozen, viz. At 4a. ad. and at 5a. per dozen. 

Iron Work, 
Done by the pound Weight, is Casements for Windows, Cross Window Bars, tiled, and Work of the like nature, at 4%d. per pound. Iron Doors and Shatters, at lOd. per pound. All hammered work, as Chimney Bars, Stays, Upright Window Bars, Iron Fenders, Shutter Bars, Pump Work, Bolts, Saddle ' Bars, Cramps, Hold-fasts, Wall Hooks, Gudgeons, Hoops, and all Black Work of the same nature, at 3§d. per pound. Pius, Hoops, Chains, Hooks, dkc. to f stable-bails, at 4d. per pound. 
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